Sustainable, mobile kitchen that runs off a propane generator capable of lasting up to approximately two weeks.

- Height: 13 feet 6 inches
- Approximate weight: 16,428 pounds
- Includes a 102-gallon LP propane tank and 60-gallon water tank.
- Four to six employees can fit inside the food truck at once without feeling cramped.
- The truck was showcased in Chicago at the National Restaurant Association (NRA).
- Unique menu items will be available such as Monte Cristo sandwiches, StrEat Pita Tacos and new on-the-go items will be added regularly to the menu.
- Sitting areas with tables and chairs will be available beside the truck at the two determined locations, Texas Tech’s Memorial Circle and the Texas Tech Health Sciences Center main entrance.
- Features a slide out (similar to an RV), which allows point of sale and pick up to be at eye level.
- Audio system has zones so music can be played on one or both sides of the truck.
- Security camera system that can be accessed from the web.
- One-of-a-kind vehicle, built specifically for Texas Tech.